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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Gender:

here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, the precise "air pressure in specific altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect here =6/125)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,
with regard to that precise "air pressure in specific altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect now again here =6/125)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================

So now, let us clearly see here

this most Essential and exclusive Chapter/Verse No. (=6/125),
in the QURAN TESTAMENT,
in which the precise "air pressure in specific altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere
has thus strongly been indicated by our LORD

ALLAH therein,

first of all, now here thus:
==========
125 Whomever ALLAH wills to guide,

HE will comfort his/her chest to Surrender (to HIM Alone);
and whomever HE wills to send astray,

HE will make his/her chest tight and straitened as one who is "ascending into the Sky!"
It is thus that

ALLAH places infliction unto those who would (when/if they wrongfully choose

and insist =7/175176 & 13/27) not believe.

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter/Verse No. 6/125
==========

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altitude_sickness
https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000133.htm
Acute mountain sickness is caused by reduced air pressure and lower oxygen levels
at high altitudes.
Acute mountain sickness is an illness that can affect mountain climbers, hikers, skiers,
or travelers at high altitudes, usually above 8000 feet (=i.e. about 2438 meters).
So we will rightfully take it into account as/in perfect round number,
as an essential and perfect starting point, here:

2500 meters

Symptoms that may occur with this severe Acute Mountain Sickness include:
Blue color to the skin (cyanosis)
Chest tightness or congestion (*as specifically indicated in the above Verse)
Confusion
Cough
Coughing up blood
Decreased consciousness or withdrawal from social interaction
Gray or pale complexion
Cannot walk in a straight line, or walk at all
Shortness of breath at rest (*as specifically indicated in the above Verse)
VVVVVVVVVV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altitude_sickness
https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000133.htm
Air Pressure at

2500 meters above (specifically at "19" oC

therein)

=0.74 atm
*which would make a human's chest tight and straitened therein
as specifically indicated in the above Verse

And then, if we descend specifically and exactly "1900" meters down now

(2500  "1900" = 600)
Air Pressure at

600 meters above (specifically at "19" oC

therein)

=0.93 atm
*which would make a human's chest perfectly comfortable therein
as specifically indicated in the above Verse
http://www.mide.com/pages/airpressureataltitudecalculator

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So now, here is that
most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above (="6/125")
in which
that precise "Air Pressure" at those specific altitudes of/in our Atmosphere
have thus most Wisely and strongly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH therein

above (="6/125")
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS"

perfect Manner,

now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=6/125),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

6 / Verse No. 125
V

faman yurid ALLAH an yahdiyahu
yashrah sadrahu lilIslam, ......

ﻑﻡﻥ ﻯﺭﺩ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ ﺍﻥ ﻯﻩﺩﻯﻩ
ﻯﺵﺭﺡ ﺹﺩﺭﻩ ﻝﻝﺍﺱﻝﻡ
Whomever ALLAH wills to guide,
HE comforts his/her chest to Surrender, .....
total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

31

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

1543

=

in total

And Then

waman yurid an yudillahu
yajal sadrahu dayyiqan harajan
kaannama yassaadu fiy alSamai; ......

ﻭﻡﻥ ﻯﺭﺩ ﺍﻥ ﻯﺽﻝﻩ
ﻯﺝﻉﻝ ﺹﺩﺭﻩ ﺽﻯﻕﺍ ﺡﺭﺝﺍ
ﻙﺍﻥﻡﺍ ﻯﺹﻉﺩ ﻑﻯ ﺍﻝﺱﻡﺍء
and whomever HE wills to send astray,
HE makes his/her chest tight and straitened
as one who is ascending into the Sky; .......
total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

45

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

3250

=

in total
_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
and whomever HE wills to send astray,
HE "makes his/her chest tight and straitened"
as one who is "ascending into the Sky", .....
(=waman yurid an yudillahu
"yajal sadrahu dayyiqan harajan"
kaannama "yassaadu fiy alSamai", .....

V

V

V

"Altitude"
meters

"Chapter  Verse"

"Air Pressure"
atm

2500

6 125

0.74

or/and

"Air Pressure"
atm

0.74

"Chapter  Verse"

"Altitude"
meters

6 125

2500

19

=

x ...

19

x ...

=

Please, certainly remember that
this is the most essential altitude above (=2500 meters)
and precise air pressure therein (=0.74 atm),
http://www.mide.com/pages/airpressureataltitudecalculator

which would make a human's chest tight and straitened therein
(*please, also see it again in the very first page)

as perfectly indicated in the above ChapterVerse (=6/125), in the first place;
And then, if we descend specifically and exactly "1900" meters down
and thereby also the pressure would naturally increase exactly "19" atm up, therein now,
(2500  "1900" = 600 meters)
(0.74 +

"19"

= 0.93 atm)

So thereby, Air Pressure at

600 meters above:

=0.93 atm
http://www.mide.com/pages/airpressureataltitudecalculator

*which would make a human's chest perfectly comfortable therein
as perfectly indicated again in the above ChapterVerse (=6/125), in the first place;

here what we shall clearly witness
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most MIRACULOUS" exactly same Perfect Manner, again,
now here thus:
Whomever ALLAH wills to guide,
HE "comforts his/her chest" to Surrender, .....
(=faman yurid ALLAH an yahdiyahu
"yashrah sadrahu" lilIslam, .....

V
"Altitude"
meters

0600

V
"Chapter  Verse"

6 125

V
"Air Pressure"
atm

0.93

or/and

"Air Pressure"
atm

"Chapter  Verse"

"Altitude"
meters

0.93

6 125

0600

19
19

=

x ...

=

x ...

*Please, absolutely note that
we have thus rightfully taken all of these Numbers into account

2500
0.74
0600
0.93

. ...
. ...
. ...
. ...

0.74
2500
0.93
0600

(thus especially with regard to "number of digits" above) in such a perfectly parallel/equal and
absolutely Complementary manner, for/in both Cases above, from the very beginning.
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
and whomever HE wills to send astray,
HE "makes his/her chest tight and straitened"
as one who is "ascending into the Sky", .....
(=waman yurid an yudillahu
"yajal sadrahu dayyiqan harajan"
kaannama "yassaadu fiy alSamai", .....

V

V

V

V

V

"Altitude" "Letters" "Chapter  Verse" "G.Value" "Altitude"
meters
meters

2500

45

6 125

3250

2500

or/and

"Air Pressure" "G.Value" "Chapter  Verse" "Letters" "Air Pressure"
atm
atm

0.74

3250

6 125

45

19
19

=

x ...

=

x ...

Please, certainly remember that
this is the most essential altitude above (=2500 meters)

0.74

and precise air pressure therein (=0.74 atm),
http://www.mide.com/pages/airpressureataltitudecalculator

which would make a human's chest tight and straitened therein
(*please, also see it again in the very first page)

as perfectly indicated in the above "ChapterVerse" (=6/125), in the first place;
And then, if we descend specifically and exactly "1900" meters down
and thereby also the pressure would naturally increase exactly "19" atm up, therein now,
(2500  "1900" = 600 meters)
(0.74 +

"19"

= 0.93 atm)

So thereby, Air Pressure at

600 meters above:

=0.93 atm
http://www.mide.com/pages/airpressureataltitudecalculator

*which would make a human's chest perfectly comfortable therein
as perfectly indicated in the above "ChapterVerse" (=6/125), in the first place;

here what we shall clearly witness
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most MIRACULOUS" exactly same Perfect Manner, again,
now here thus:
Whomever ALLAH wills to guide,
HE "comforts his/her chest" to Surrender, .....
(=faman yurid ALLAH an yahdiyahu
"yashrah sadrahu" lilIslam, .....

V

V

V

V

V

"Altitude" "Letters" "Chapter  Verse" "G.Value" "Altitude"
meters
meters

600

31

6 125

1543

600

or/and

"Air Pressure" "G.Value" "Chapter  Verse" "Letters" "Air Pressure"
atm
atm

0.93

1543

6 125

31

19

=

x ...

0.93

19

=

x ...

*Please, absolutely note that
we have thus rightfully taken all of these Numbers into account

45
3250
31
1543

. ...
. ...

3250

. ...
. ...

1543

45

31

(thus especially with regard to "number of digits" above) in such a perfectly parallel/equal and
absolutely Complementary manner, for/in both Cases above, here again, from the very beginning;

by all of these absolutely most Superb and matchless

perfect "Creation Designs" of our One and Only LORD ALLAH (=4/166170)
here again

(72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!

V
V

V
V

=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
the precise "Air Pressure" at those specific "Altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere above,
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above ("6/125")
in which
the precise "Air Pressure" at those specific "Altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere above,

has thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very Beginning, therein above ("6/125")
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITAABAN").
(specifically, based upon Number

"19"

again, from the very beginning,

here: 54/49 = 41/53 = "6/125" = 74/2630, 31)

"QURAN TESTAMENT" 72/28 = 78/29
=========================
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125 Whomever ALLAH wills to guide,

HE will "comfort his/her chest" to Surrender (to HIM Alone, here: 3/84);
and whomever HE wills to send astray,

HE will make "his/her chest tight and straitened" as one who is ascending into the Sky!
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it on our "19" coded Tables above,
in this Final Age now).
It is thus that

ALLAH places infliction unto those who would (when/if they wrongfully choose

and insist here =7/175176 & 13/27 & 41/58) not believe.
126 And this is the Path of your LORD (which is) Straight.
Definitely,

We have for/on the left side

& for/on the right side fullyseperated (=fassalna)

the "Signs" (above)
to a people who will "takeCommemoration" (="yadhDhakkaroona" = "Dhikra"
i.e. "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
here again, in the first place: 74/2630, "31")!
127 For them is the excellent Abode of Peace with their LORD. And
their (Protecting and

HE is

Guiding) MASTER because of what they are rightfully working for (above)!

QURAN TESTAMENT 6/125126127

===============

===============
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter
(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, at the very beginning, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of

ALLAH here =17/88)!

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but exempts those remaining "decimal fractions" (=0.74 ...)
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables above
and It does not letstay (but excludes those remaining "decimal fractions" (=0.93 ...)
here in this respect now also from/on the right side of our Tables above
(*because we have thus rightfully taken into account
specifically and only two digits after those "decimal points" above (=."74" ... &

."93" ...)

which is perfectly Coherent/Consistent also with this most specific temperature therein:

"19" oC

for/in both Cases above, from the very beginning)
29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,
due to/within these most Magnificent and essential
above:
"Altitude"
meters

first & second Cases

"Chapter  Verse"

"Air Pressure"
atm

or/and

"Air Pressure"
atm

"Chapter  Verse"

"Altitude"
meters

&
"Altitude" "Letters" "Chapter  Verse" "G.Value" "Altitude"
meters
meters

or/and

"Air Pressure" "G.Value" "Chapter  Verse" "Letters" "Air Pressure"
atm
atm

due to/on all of those "left sides" & due to/on all of those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,
and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) e.g.

Thus,

especially, due to/on the left side

of those "19" coded Tables again above, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) e.g.

especially, due to/on the right side

of those "19" coded Tables again above, (=29/49)
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="Tadhkira" ) above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if

ALLAH wills

(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds due to/on

the left side of those "19" coded Tables again above, 29/47 = 25/7376) The Source of

Salvation,

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds due to/on
the right side of those "19" coded Tables again above, 29/49 = 25/7376) The Source of

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)
=============================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Our LORD

ALLAH has thus most Wisely and unmistakably Indicated to us

the precise "Air Pressure" at those specific "Altitudes" of/in our Atmosphere,
in QURAN TESTAMENT, exclusively, here (=6/125), in the first place,

and thereby,

HE has most Wisely and perfectly Created

over their precise Values therein

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed them above),
that we may again absolutely see and perfectly comprehend the Fact that

HE has created all things in such a "PreciseMEASURE"
therein:

2500

3250

6 125

45

0.74

from the very Beginning (=54/49)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "Number"
therein:

0600

1543

6 125

31

0.93

from the very Beginning (=72/28)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "SCRIPTURE"
(="QURAN TESTAMENT") therein:

2500

3250

6 125

45

0.74

from the very Beginning (=78/29);

in such a "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

Perfectly "Symmetrical" MIRACLES (="Dhikra") above (51/"49" = 74/2630, "31"),
from the very Beginning (41/53 = 6/125)!

That we may again clearly understand and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that
=there

is only One Real GOD (=ALLAH), from the Eternity to the Eternity,

=there

is only One True Message (=QURAN TESTAMENT)

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Humanity, in this Final Age now!

QURAN TESTAMENT 6/125126127 & 21/105 ............. 112

Remain in peace/salaam.
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